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“How much” using real estate taxes. 
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By default and function, I believe the "deed", "agreement', and "receipt" are the same thing.  
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(1) 1985.08.16  (How-much) ""If the transfers are made in these percentages, you would then own 56.475% of each property (50% owned individually plus 12.95% of one-half interest in a property". (2) 1985.10.23  (Deed-agreement-receipt) "Enclosed is the Agreement which Mr. Mackell and I discussed"(3) 1986.04.25  (Draft) ""I have agreed with Anthony O'Connell's attorney that we will provide them with a draft of the final accounting in the Harold O'Connell Estate"(4) 1986.06.26  (Send final) "Miss Barnes will contact you at the time your signature is needed."(4) 1986.08.08  (Send final) ""Enclosed is the Fourth and Final Accounting in the captioned estate with your checks in the amounts of $35.00 and $25.00"
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Apparently everyone except me knew of the accountant's "draft-deed-howmuch" agenda. I did not know until each part of it was sent to me. Behind the opaque Jean O'Connell was led to believe that I was the problem and I was led to believe that Jean O'Connell was the problem. If it were not for this memo I would have still have believed that. 
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The final estate account funds the trust. Nothing else funds the trust. The final estate account transfers the residual estate to the testamentary trust. Nothing but the final estate account can fund the trust.

The document variously called “deed-agreement-receipt” does not fund the trust. What it does do is entangle both parcels of real estate. It was presented to Jean O’Connell for signature as if it were a normal procedure and a prerequisite for the final estate account, and to Anthony O’Connell as if it were this and as if it were Jean O’Connell’s intent. Whoever controls the entanglement controls the people and assets that are entangled. Please remember that the accountants have established a policy of secrecy. Funding the trust would mean that the accountants would lose control of the assets that would be transferred to the trust unless they can supplant me as trustee. 

The final estate account is the only thing the family needs and the only thing the family asked for.
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$13,841.24 
 

“I don’t understand what the family is supposed to do with this. The family does 
not have the power to make the accountants integrate this into their accounting. 
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Accountants instruct the family with impunity behind the opaque.
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